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July 18, 2000 
 
 
ADVICE 2017-E 
 
Public Utilities Commission of the State of California 
 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) hereby submits for filing revisions to its 
electric tariff sheets. The revised tariff sheets are listed on Attachment I and are 
attached hereto. 
 
PG&E hereby seeks authorization from the Commission (Commission) for the 
establishment of a memorandum account to record costs associated with PG&E's 
purchase of energy and ancillary services in the bilateral market for delivery through 
the Power Exchange (PX) Day-Ahead or Day-Of markets.  In addition, PG&E seeks 
authority to record costs associated with PG&E’s purchase of capacity with 
associated energy as a hedging product. 
 
On July 14, 2000, Southern California Edison Company (SCE) filed Advice 1469-E 
and 1470-E seeking similar authorization to use the bilateral option and capacity 
products offered by the PX.  As explained by SCE, time is of the essence to allow 
both PG&E and SCE the ability to more fully hedge the risk faced by their customers 
from price spikes that are likely to occur this summer. Accordingly, PG&E respectfully 
requests that the Commission grant any necessary waivers and approve this advice 
filing at the August 3, 2000, Commission Meeting, effective that date. 
 
California Trading Services Division (CTS) currently operates a forward market for 
monthly sales of energy and ancillary services with a variety of delivery periods and 
delivery locations.  As originally conceived, the PX forward market was to be for a 
single on-peak product (6-by-16 delivery hours). In its May 26, 1999, order authorizing 
the PX Block-Forward Market (BFM), the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) directed that the PX provide a bilateral delivery option for products 
purchased in the BFM.  On April 25, 2000, FERC issued an order authorizing CTS to 
offer: a) ancillary service forward products; and b) a service for taking ancillary 
services purchased and sold in the bilateral market to delivery in the PX market. 
 
The bilateral delivery option allows that the scheduling and delivery of bilateral 
transactions can be accomplished transparently through the PX Day-Ahead market.  
The PX acts as scheduling coordinator for the physical delivery into the  
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PX Day-Ahead market and performs other settlement and billing functions.  The 
ancillary services bilateral option also allows a participant with both supply and 
demand the ability to designate its own supply to provide ancillary services for its 
loads. For those products that the PX’s bilateral delivery service cannot 
accommodate, PG&E would require that the bilateral contract specify that the 
products go to physical delivery in the PX Day-Ahead or Day-Of markets or PG&E 
would procure transmission needed to physically deliver into the PX markets.  In this 
instance, PG&E would make available to the PX on a confidential basis the terms of 
its contract for the purposes of allowing market monitoring. 
 
PG&E also seeks to record costs associated with the purchase of capacity products.  
Such products are a hedge against price and quantity volatility, and can be 
customized to meet peak demands.  PG&E believes that capacity products can be 
an extremely valuable product in hedging against load increases due to temperature 
and will also facilitate PG&E’s efforts to arrange for and ensure sufficient generation 
for market reliability.  In essence, energy associated with capacity products has the 
characteristics of energy from a peaking generation plant and can be used to cover 
demand when it is high or there is a unit outage.  Capacity products, a traditional 
product that PG&E has used in the past, provide PG&E reserve capacity in a manner 
that potentially provides new supply in the California market and enhances market 
efficiency.  The energy associated with the capacity product would be bid into the PX 
Day-Ahead markets. 
 
On June 28, 2000, the ISO Board of Governors issued a motion on price caps, 
stating market performance indicates that during high load conditions the California 
Independent System Operator’s real-time electricity, day-ahead and hour-ahead 
ancillary service markets are not workably competitive. The Board instructed ISO 
management, among other things, to work with responsible agencies and the 
legislature to streamline and accelerate the construction of other plants and 
transmission lines, and to eliminate the constraints to hedging opportunities for the 
UDCs. 
 
Although PG&E previously has requested CPUC authorization to participate in the 
BFM energy and ancillary services market, PG&E has not, until now, requested 
CPUC authorization to use the bilateral option feature of the CTS.1/  However, the PX 

                                                                 
1/As described by Resolution E-3672, issued June 8, 2000, “The PX CTS proposed two categories of 
service enhancements relating to the availability of ancillary services.  The first category is bilateral 
scheduling and delivery of ancillary services.  The second category is a monthly forward market for 
physical ancillary services” and “PG&E’s advice letter references only participation in the monthly 
forward market for physical ancillary services.  PG&E makes no request to engage in bilateral 
scheduling and delivery of ancillary services.”  p. 2.  
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has continually enhanced its BFM, including the bilateral option.  The bilateral option 
has evolved to the point where delivery may be accomplished through the PX Day-
Ahead Market. Entering into appropriate bilateral transactions and providing delivery 
through the PX’s bilateral delivery option can be extremely valuable in hedging 
against price spikes in the PX Day-Ahead and ISO spot markets while ensuring price 
transparency.  The PX bilateral option would allow PG&E to make forward purchases 
in a manner that has the potential to attract new supply to the California market, and 
enhance market efficiency in several ways, as explained in SCE’s filing dated July 
14, 2000. 
 
PG&E understands that the PX’s bilateral delivery option requires that the terms of 
the transaction be disclosed on a confidential basis to the PX.  PG&E would also 
disclose all bilateral transactions that use the PX’s bilateral delivery option to the 
Commission on a confidential basis.  PG&E would be prepared to submit such a 
report on a monthly basis. For bilateral transactions that the PX’s bilateral delivery 
option cannot accommodate, PG&E would propose requiring the contracts for such 
transactions to require physical delivery in the PX’s day-ahead or day-of markets on 
a must-deliver, must-take basis, or procuring the transmission needed to be able to 
physically deliver in the PX markets. 
 
By this filing, PG&E seeks Commission authorization to establish the Power 
Exchange Bilateral Option Memorandum Account (PXBOMA) to record costs 
associated with PG&E’s participation in the bilateral option. 
 
Term and Purchase Limits 
 
Under the terms of Resolution (R.) E-3672, PG&E is currently authorized to 
participate in the PX forward markets for energy services, subject to quarterly trading 
limits, through the end of PG&E’s rate freeze.  R. E-3658 and R. E-3672 provided 
ratemaking and per se reasonableness of PG&E’s participation in the PX forward 
markets for energy through the end of PG&E’s rate freeze.  Decision (D.) 00-06-034 
further provides that PG&E’s purchases in the energy markets are per se reasonable, 
even if delivery occurs after the end of the rate freeze, until such time as the 
Commission has considered the role of the UDC in the post-transition period and the 
need for a new procurement oversight mechanism. 
 
In the interest of Commission consideration and approval of PG&E's request in time for 
the critical summer months, PG&E is not requesting an increase in the current 
purchase limits for the forward energy products, including capacity products at this time 
and would treat its capacity purchases under existing limits.  However, PG&E requests 
an extension beyond the rate freeze end to December 31, 2003, to participate in the 
PX forward markets. PG&E believes such an extension is appropriate for several 
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reasons: 1) to provide customers with some price stability following the end of the rate 
freeze, 2) to increase the potential amount of supplies available for bilateral purchases, 
and 3) because of the uncertainty regarding the exact date when the rate freeze will 
end.  This request is consistent with D. 99-10-057, where the Commission states, 
“…the Commission has already ordered that the mandatory buy requirement will expire 
March 31, 2002.” (p. 41). 
 
Ratemaking 
 
In D. 00-06-034 the Commission stated its belief that during the rate freeze period 
the utilities have an incentive to minimize the costs of procurement for bundled 
service customers due to the ”headroom” concept and the residual calculation of the 
CTC.  The Commission also found that, “…[a]ny procurement practices that 
unnecessarily increase the energy charge to customers will necessarily decrease the 
amount of headroom available, and thus, the amount of revenues available to apply to 
transition cost recovery.”2/  Therefore, PG&E has a strong incentive to prudently use 
the bilateral purchase and delivery option discussed in this advice letter.  For 
example, if PG&E pays too much for a bilateral purchase, it would reduce the 
headroom available to pay off its transition costs and thereby jeopardize recovery of 
those costs.  PG&E believes that this incentive creates alignment between the 
interests of PG&E and its customers and is sufficiently strong to obviate the need for 
any further reasonableness review of the transactions proposed in this Advice letter.3/  

As the Commission explained in D.00-06-034 (at 40-41), "…we find that UDCs may 
procure electricity through the CalPX day-ahead, day of and block forward markets 
and similar markets in qualified exchanges, and the ISO imbalance energy market, 
and deem the prices paid for these products as reasonable."  
 
In view of the fact that this program is new and the Commission may wish to better 
understand the evolving nature and direction of the forward markets, PG&E agrees to 
make monthly filings providing the type of information specified by the Commission in 
R. E-3672. 
 
To the extent the Commission needs further assurances that PG&E is prudent in its 
use the new program, PG&E proposes the following approach to determine 
prospectively whether a particular purchase meets a predefined reasonableness 
threshold.  First, PG&E will meet with the Energy Division and the Office of Ratepayer 
Advocates (ORA) to identify ahead of time the specific sources of prices offered in 

                                                                 
2/D. 00-06-034, p.32.  
3/After the rate freeze end, this incentive is eliminated.  However, PG&E has no incentive to 
imprudently enter into bilateral transactions after the rate freeze ends and risk customer 
dissatisfaction with its service.  
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the market for energy, ancillary services and capacity products.  For example, PG&E 
would use the weekly range of prices for energy services offered in the market in the 
same week that PG&E procured incremental bilateral energy purchases.  Any 
purchases made within the approved price range will be per se reasonable.  Second, 
as PG&E enters into new bilateral purchases, PG&E will determine the price range 
for the specific products being procured.  The Energy Division and ORA will be able 
to validate the price range based on the same market price sources determined 
ahead of time.  Moreover, PG&E will submit in its monthly reports an updated set of 
the agreed prices for determining the reasonableness threshold, along with detail 
trade information noted above for new bilateral transactions. 
 
PG&E believes that its prospective reasonableness threshold approach is more 
appropriate than an after the fact reasonableness band proposed by SCE.   
However, in light of the urgent nature of this filing, PG&E is not opposed to this 
approach pending further development of a predefined reasonableness standard. 
PG&E would propose that the first record period for bilateral transactions commence 
upon approval of this advice letter and end in June 2001 consistent with the Annual 
Transition Cost Proceeding (ATCP) record period.  If the need for a reasonableness 
review is indicated because costs in excess of the agreed reasonableness threshold 
are included in the Power Exchange Bilateral Option Memorandum Account 
(PXBOMA), it could be conducted as part of PG&E’s ATCP, which is filed on 
September 1 each year. Costs incurred for PG&E's participation in the bilateral 
option will be recorded in the PXBOMA.  If these costs are below the reasonableness 
threshold, PG&E shall seek recovery of these costs in the Revenue Adjustment 
Proceeding (RAP). 
 
In R. E-3637, the Commission recognized that costs (e.g. collateral costs) may be 
incurred by PG&E which will not be billed by the PX or ISO, and thus authorized the 
establishment of the Block Forward Market Memorandum Account (BFMMA). If such 
costs are incurred by PG&E as a result of its use of the bilateral option for energy and 
ancillary services, these costs will also be tracked in the BFMMA for future 
Commission review.  
 
Schedule PX 
 
To incorporate the cost of these new purchases in PG&E’s energy charge to bundled 
customers (an amount which is also credited to direct access customers), PG&E 
proposes to modify its Schedule PX—Power Exchange Energy Cost, to allow for the 
inclusion of energy costs and gains and losses on bilateral purchases which are 
invoiced by entities other than the PX and ISO in the calculations described on that 
schedule. Specifically, PG&E envisions two types of transactions if the Commission 
approves this advice filing. 
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In the first type of transaction, the physical delivery will be made through the PX Day-
Ahead market and all financial settlements and invoicing functions will be performed 
by the PX.  PG&E believes that the costs of such transactions can be incorporated 
under the current structure of Schedule PX, but has added clarifying language to that 
effect. Under the second type of transaction, the physical delivery will be made 
through the PX Day-Ahead market and PG&E will be invoiced by the PX for such 
deliveries.  However, in this case, the financial settlement between PG&E and the 
counter-party to the bilateral contract will not be handled by the PX.  PG&E has 
modified Schedule PX to allow for inclusion of the net gains and losses invoiced by 
the counter party in Schedule PX. 
 
This advice filing will not increase any rate or charge, cause the withdrawal of service, 
or conflict with any schedule or rule.  No cost information is required for this advice 
filing. 
 
Effective Date 
 
PG&E requests that the Commission approve this advice filing at its August 3, 
2000, Commission Meeting, effective that date. Time is of the essence in getting 
Commission approval.  This is especially the case given that there are no other 
Commission meetings scheduled in August. 
 
In order to accomplish this objective, PG&E proposes the following schedule, which 
incorporates reductions to the normal protest period and to the review and comment 
period on a resolution: 
 

Action Due Date 
File Advice Letter 7/18/2000 
Protests to Advice Letter  7/24/2000 
Reply to Protests 7/26/2000 
Draft Resolution    7/28/2000 
Comments on Draft Resolution    7/31/2000 
Reply to Comments    8/2/2000 
Final Resolution   8/3/2000 

 
In order to act by August 3, 2000, the Commission must reduce the 20-day protest 
period, as well as the review and comment period for the draft resolution.  The 
Commission may reduce the 30-day draft resolution comment period provided by 
PU Code § 311(g)(1) in accordance with its rules adopted pursuant to PU Code 
§ 311(g)(3).  Pursuant to Rule 77.7 (f)(9), PG&E requests that the Commission 
reduce the 30-day comment period due to public necessity. Time is of the essence to 
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allow PG&E the ability to more fully hedge the risk faced by its customers from price 
spikes that are likely to occur this summer. 
 
 
 
 
 
Notice 
 
Anyone wishing to protest this advice filing may do so by sending a letter by facsimile 
or electronically, either of which must be received by PG&E no later than 8 days after 
the date of this advice filing.  Protests should be mailed to: 
 

IMC Program Manager 
Energy Division 
California Public Utilities Commission 
505 Van Ness Avenue, Room 4002 
San Francisco, California  94102 
Facsimile:  (415) 703-2200 
email: jjr@cpuc.ca.gov  

 
Copies should also be mailed to the attention of the Director, Energy Division, Room 
4004 (same address above). In addition, protests and all other correspondence 
regarding this advice letter should also be sent by letter and transmitted via facsimile 
to the attention of: 
 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Attention:  Les Guliasi 
Manager, Regulatory Relations 
77 Beale Street, Mail Code B10C 
P.O. Box 770000 
San Francisco, CA   94177 
Facsimile:  (415) 973-7226 

 
There are no restrictions on who may file a protest, but the protest shall set forth 
specifically the grounds upon which it is based and shall be submitted expeditiously. 
 
In accordance with Section III, Paragraph G, of General Order No. 96-A, PG&E is 
mailing copies of this advice filing to the interested parties shown on the attached 
advice letter mailing list and A.99-01-016.  Address change requests for the advice 
letter mailing list should be directed to Nel Avendano at (415) 973-3529 
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Vice President - Regulatory Relations  
 
 
Attachments 
 
cc:  Service List—A. 99-01-016 
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BW. POWER EXCHANGE BILATERAL OPTION MEMORANDUM ACCOUNT (PXBOMA) (N) 
| 

1. PURPOSE: 

The purpose of the PXBOMA is to record net costs incurred by PG&E in procuring energy, ancillary 
services, capacity products, and transmission related services needed to use the bilateral option 
offered by the California Trading Services (CTS) Division of the California Power Exchange (PX) or 
for delivery through the PX Day-Ahead or Day-Of markets.   

2. APPLICABILITY: 

The PXBOMA shall apply to all customer classes, except for those specifically excluded by the 
Commission. 

3. PXBOMA RATES: 

The PXBOMA does not have a rate component. 

4. ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE: 

PG&E shall maintain the PXBOMA by making entries at the end of each month as follows:   

a. A debit or credit entry for paym ents to or receipts from, respectively, third parties for energy, 
ancillary services, capacity products, and transmission related services. 

b. A credit entry equal to monthly revenues received from the PX for bilateral energy, ancillary 
services, and capacity products. 

c. A debit entry for scheduling and settlement fees invoiced by the PX for use of the bilateral 
delivery option. 

d. An entry equal to the interest on the average of the balance at the beginning of the month and 
the balance after entries 4.a. through 4.c. above, at a rate equal to one-twelfth the interest rate 
on three-month Commercial Paper for the previous month, as reported in the Federal 
Reserve Statistical Release, G. 13 or its successor. 

 PG&E shall request recovery of the balance in the PXBOMA in the annual Revenue Adjustment 
Proceeding (RAP), or other proceeding expressly authorized by the Commission.  The PXBOMA 
amounts authorized by the Commission in the RAP shall be included in the PX credit calculation. 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

(N) 
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SCHEDULE PX—POWER EXCHANGE ENERGY COST 
(Continued) 

RATES:  (Cont’d.) 1. Development of hourly forward market costs (Cont’d.) 

The weighted average cost for these services shall be calculated for each 
hour as the sum of the costs in the day-ahead market in each zone, plus 
the costs in the hour-ahead market in each zone, plus the net gain or loss 
on transactions in the block forward market, all divided by the total kWh 
purchased in all zones in all forward energy markets for that hour.  PG&E’s 
block forward market transactions shall be limited as defined in 
Resolution E-3658, and modified pursuant to subsequent Commission 
decisions and resolutions.  Furthermore, PG&E is guaranteed recovery of 
costs for its block forward market transactions for deliveries until the end of 
PG&E’s rate freeze.   

2. Estimate of Real-time Settlement Costs: 

An estimate of real-time settlement costs for the trading day will be 
calculated hourly and added to the cost derived in Part 1 of this section on 
the trading day, or as soon thereafter as practicable.  This rate is 
determined by dividing the estimate of the real-time cost amount, including 
spinning reserve, non-spinning reserve, replacement reserve, regulation, 
and imbalance energy, by PG&E’s estimate of the load to be served by the 
PX. 

3. Real-time Settlement Costs True-Up: 

A real-time settlement cost true-up, representing the real-time costs not yet 
reflected in charges to customers for the trading day 60 days or earlier, is 
added to the cost derived in Parts 1 and 2 of this section.  This rate is 
determined by dividing the real-time cost amount (which is the dollar 
amount (either positive or negative) incremental to the cost described in 
Parts 1 and 2 of this section) by PG&E’s estimate of the load to be served 
by the PX.  Two adjustments may eventually be implemented:  one for all 
customers of PG&E and an incremental adjustment only for customers 
without real-time meters. 

PG&E may make up to two real-time settlement cost true-ups on a single 
day’s hourly prices, in order to shorten the lag between the real-time 
settlement cost true-up and the trading day. 

 
 
 
 
 

(D) 
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SCHEDULE PX—POWER EXCHANGE ENERGY COST 
(Continued) 

RATES: 
(Cont’d.) 

4. Post Real-Time Settlement Costs: 

Adjustments for incentive payments made to customers taking service under 
Schedule E-BID, costs recorded in the E-BIDMA (Preliminary Statement Part 
BS), costs recorded in the PXBOMA (Preliminary Statement Part BW) 
approved for recovery, black start capability, long term voltage support, PX 
administration costs, ISO grid management charges, and amounts resulting 
from dispute resolution may be required after the real-time settlement cost 
adjustment is incorporated into PX prices.  PX charges including, but not 
limited to, these adjustments which are available after the real-time 
settlement cost adjustment has been implemented for a specific hour, will 
be accrued once a month and applied to adjust PX prices in the next full 
calendar month.  Once the total accrued amounts are summed, the total will 
be divided by the number of days in the next full calendar month to develop a 
daily amount.  The daily amount will be divided by the sum of PG&E’s 
estimate of the 24 hourly loads for the day to determine an adjustment 
($/MW) for the day. 

5. Adjustments for Distribution Loss Factors (DLFs) and Uncollectibles: 

The average hourly cost at the transmission/distribution interface, as 
determined by the sum of the average costs described in Parts 1, 2, 3 and 4 
of this section, is multiplied by the DLF and an uncollectible factor to 
determine the appropriate price to be paid by end-use customers served at 
each voltage level.  DLFs will be calculated by PG&E based on the forecast 
hourly PG&E UDC Service Area Load (Direct Access, plus Bundled Service, 
including Hourly PX Pricing Option Service) per Decision 97-08-056.  The 
hourly DLFs will be broken out by service voltage level and made available 
each day to market participants during the day-ahead market.  PG&E will 
calculate the hourly DLFs based on samples of hourly service area load by 
applying the approach approved in Decision 92-12-057.  The uncollectible 
factor is equal to 1.002456. 

BUNDLED 
SERVICE OR 
DIRECT ACCESS 
SERVICE: 

1. Calculation of PX charges for Bundled Service and Hourly PX Pricing Option 
Customers and PX credits for Direct Access and Hourly PX Pricing Option 
Customers: 

For purposes of determining PX charges for Bundled Service Customers 
and the PX credit for Direct Access and Hourly PX Pricing Option Customers, 
an average for each schedule (or TOU period) is developed through the use 
of a statistical load profile which represents the average load profile for all 
customers (both Direct Access and Bundled Service) on a given rate 
schedule.  For Agricultural, Traffic Control, Streetlighting, and Outdoor 
Lighting rate schedules, the statistical load profiles are “static” and are 
determined hourly for the entire year based on average historical data for 
three recorded years.  These latter static statistical load profi les are updated 
each calendar year based on available data for the previous three years.  For 
all remaining rate schedules, the statistical load profile is determined 
“dynamically,” using the most current load research information available.  
This current data will become available and will be posted approximately 
seven days from the date of occurrence. 

The sum of the products of the (1) average hourly costs, including 
adjustments, and (2) the hourly loads, divided by the use associated with the 
statistical load profile (expressed as a fraction of the profile period use 
allocated to each hour) will yield an average cost for a specific customer 
group and TOU period.  These average PX costs will be updated weekly.  

 
 
 
 

(N) 
(N) 
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  RATE SCHEDULES    
 

SCHEDULE 
  
TITLE OF SHEET 

 CAL P.U.C. 
SHEET NO. 

 

      

  LIGHTING RATES    
      

LS-1  PG&E-Owned Street and Highway Lighting ......... 15393,16950,15395,15936,16490,16324-E  
LS-2  Customer-Owned Street and Highway Lighting ...........15398,16951,15400 to 15403,16491-E  
LS-3  Customer-Owned Street and Highway Lighting Electrolier Meter Rate 

..............................................................................................................16952,15406,15407,16492-E
 

TC-1  Traffic Control Service...................................................................................... 16953,15410,16493-E  
OL-1  Outdoor Area Lighting Service............................................................16954,15413,15414,16494-E  
    

  OTHER    
    
S  Standby Service.................................................................................................. 16955,16956,16957,  

 15419,16200,15421,16201,16202,15424,15425,16203,16204,16205,16206,16495,16336-
 

E-DEPART  Departing Customers ................................................................................................................15905-E  
E-EXEMPT  Competition Transition Charge Exemption..........................................................16068 to 16073-E  
E-TD  Transmission and Distribution Bypass Deferral Rate ..........................15694 to 15696,16496-E  
E-TDI  Incremental Sales Rate for New Customers .............................................. 15698,15699,16497-E  
E-RRB  Rate Reduction Bonds Bill Credit and Fixed Transition Amount Charge...........14798,14799-E  
E-NEM  Net Energy Metering Service........................................................................................16091,16092-E  
E-BID  Price Responsive Load Program ...........................................................................16994 to 16996-E  
    

  AGRICULTURAL RATES    
    
AG-1  Agricultural Power ..............................................16861,15446 to 15449,16498,15451 to 15453-E  
AG-R  Split-Week Time-of-Use Agricultural Power 

 .....................15454,16959,15456,15457,15458,15459,16499,16340,15462,15463,15464-E
 

AG-V  Short-Peak Time-of-Use Agricultural Power 
 .....................15465,16960,15467,15468,15469,15470,16500,16342,15473,15474,15475-E

 

AG-4  Time-of-Use Agricultural Power 
 ............................. 15476,16961,16962,15479 to 15483,16501,16345,15486,15487,15488-E

 

AG-5  Large Time-of-Use Agricultural Power 
............................. 15489,16963,16964,15492 to 15496,16502,16348,15499,15500,15501-E

 

AG-6  Large Agricultural Power........................................... 15502,16965,15504,15505,15506,16350-E  
AG-7  Experimental Tiered Time-of-Use Agricultural Power 

..................................15701,15702,16966,16967,15705,15706,15707,15708,16503,16353-E
 

AG-8  Deferral of Gas and Diesel Engine-Driven Pumping Facilities ............... 15710,15711,16504-E  
    

  POWER EXCHANGE RATES    
    
PX  Power Exchange Energy Cost......................16905,17147,17148,16744,16745,15521,15522-E (T) 
    

  DIRECT ACCESS    
    
E-CREDIT  Revenue Cycle Services Credits ............................................................................16567 to 16578-E  
E-DASR  Direct Access Services Request Fees ...................................................................................14847-E  
E-ESP  Service to Energy Service Providers.....................................16109,15828,15829,15830,16221-E  
E-ESPNDSF  Energy Service Provider Non-Discretionary Service Fee .......................................16535,16536-E  
E-EUS  End User Services............................................................................................ 14852,14853,14854-E  
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  RATE SCHEDULES    
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  RESIDENTIAL RATES    
E-1  Residential Service ......................................................................................... 16911,15237,16462-E  
EE  Service to Company Employees .............................................................................................15239-E  
EM  Master-Metered Multifamily Service ..................................................16912,15241,15242,16463-E  
ES  Multifamily Service ..................................................................16913,15245,15246,16464,16262-E  
ESR  Residential RV Park and Residential Marina Service ...................16914,15249,15250,16465-E  
ET  Mobilehome Park Service .....................................................16915,15253,15254,16466,16266-E  
E-7  Residential Time-of-Use Service .....................................................16655,16916,15257,16467-E  
E-A7  Experimental Residential Alternate Peak Time-of-Use Service..16657,16917,15260,16468-E  
E-8  Residential Seasonal Service Option .......................................................................16918,16469-E  
E-9  Experimental Residential Time-of-Use Service for Low Emission 

Vehicle Customers ................................................. 15264,16919,16920,15267,15268,16470-E
 

EL-1  Residential CARE Program Service ............................................................ 16921,15274,16471-E  
EML  Master-Metered Multifamily CARE Program Service......................16922,15277,16472,16473-E  
ESL  Multifamily CARE Program Service .....................................16923,15280,15281,16474,16281-E  
ESRL  Residential RV Park and Residential Marina CARE Program Service 

..................................................................................................................16924,15284,15285,16475-E
 

ETL  Mobilehome Park CARE Program Service ........................16925,15289,15290,16476,16285-E  
EL-7  Residential CARE Program Time-of-Use Service ........................16659,16926,15293,16477-E  
EL-A7  Experimental Residential CARE Program Alternate Peak 

Time-of-Use Service.........................................................................16661,16927,15296,16478-E
 

EL-8  Residential Seasonal CARE Program Service Option...........................................16928,16479-E  
    

  COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL    
A-1  Small General Service..................................................................................................16929,16480-E  
A-6  Small General Time-of-Use Service.................................................15302,16930,16481,16295-E  
A-10  Medium General Demand-Metered Service.......................16931,15307,15308,16482,16297-E  
A-T  Nondomestic Interruptible Service..........................................................................................11862-E  
A-RTP  Experimental Real-Time-Pricing Service .................................................................15313,16483-E  
A-15  Direct-Current General Service ..................................................................................16932,16484-E  
E-19  Medium General Demand-Metered Time-of-Use Service.............16410,15316,15317,16933,  

 16934,16935,15321,15322,15323,15324,16411,16412,16413,15328,16414,15330,16936,
 16937,16938,16416,16417,16418,16419,16420,16485,16539,16540,16541,16306,16307-

 

E-20  Service to Customers with Maximum Demands of 1,000 Kilowatts or More 
 ..................................................................................................16425,15344,16939,16940,16941,  
15348,15349,15350,15351,16426,16427,16428,15355,16429,16430,15358,16942,16943,  

16944,16432,16433,16434,16435,16436,16486,16438,16542,16543,16544,16314-E

 

E-25  Restricted Variable-Peak-Period Time-of-Use Service to 
Water Agencies ..........................15372,16945,16946,16947,15376 to 15379,16487,16318-E

 

E-36  Small General Service to Oil and Gas Extraction Customers.................. 16948,16488,16320-E  
E-37  Medium General Demand-Metered Time-of-Use Service to Oil and  

Gas Extraction Customers ........................15687,15688,16949,15690,15691,15692,16489-E
 

ED  Experimental Economic Development Rate ...........................................................16881,16882-E  
E-CARE  CARE Program Service for Qualified Nonprofit Group-Living and Qualified Agricultural 

Employee Housing Facilities ................................................................................................15392-E
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